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The economy isn’t the only national system that needs repairing. 
As this past summer’s levee breaks and other recent disasters indicate, America’s infrastructure 
is also in serious trouble.  

While policymakers and pundits focus on the financial meltdown, another crisis is brewing in the 
U.S.: Our infrastructure system is silently deteriorating more and more as each year passes. 
Frighteningly, we have experienced over 500 bridge failures since 1989 according to one recent 
study. The aftermath of Hurricane Katrina was another warning as levees broke destroying 
swaths of New Orleans. Then came the tragic I-35W bridge collapse of August 2007. Finally, the 
levee breaks of this past summer served as yet another illustration of how dire the situation has 
become. The lesson is clear. We must overhaul the broken systems that have led us to this 
point—and we don’t have a moment to lose. 

We all know the nation’s vast infrastructure problems cannot be fixed overnight. However, by 
aggressively moving toward a solution now—rather than applying a series of ineffective ‘band-
aids’—we can begin to make real improvements that will benefit our country for generations to 
come.  

Tackling our critical transportation and infrastructure problems will require a national 
commitment and a strategic plan that should include the following solutions... 

Read Complete Viewpoints Paper >>  
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For more information, visit www.brokenbuildings.com.  
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